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Abstract
A pair of nitely generated, torsion-free nilpotent groups G1; G2 is constructed with the prop-
erties that G1 and G2 are p-isomorphic for all primes p, yet Aut(G1) and Aut(G2) are not
isomorphic. The example constructed is compared to an analogous example in the homotopy
category of simply connected, nite CW -complexes. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights
reserved.
MSC: 20F18; 20F28; 55P10
1. Introduction. Statement of results
The main aim of this paper is to prove the following theorem=example.
Theorem. There exist nitely generated, torsion-free nilpotent groups G1; G2 in
the same localization genus whose automorphism groups Aut(G1);Aut(G2) are not
isomorphic.
Recall that nilpotent groups G;H are said to be in the same localization genus if
their p-localizations G(p); H(p) (see, for example, [6, Ch. I]) are isomorphic for all
primes p. We also write G(o); H(o) for the rationalizations of G;H and note that if
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G(p) = H(p) for some p, then G(o) = H(o). In case G is torsion-free, G(o) is precisely
the \Malcev completion" of G; see [3, Ch. 2].
The motivation for our Theorem comes from two dierent, but related, sources; one
group-theoretic, the other homotopy-theoretic.
On the group-theoretic side, there is the theorem of Baumslag ([2, Theorem 1],
also [3, Theorem 4:9]) asserting that nitely generated nilpotent groups which are
commensurable have commensurable automorphism groups; groups G;H are said to
be commensurable if they contain subgroups ~G; ~H , respectively, such that the indices
[G : ~G]; [H : ~H ] are nite and ~G = ~H . Now, nitely generated, torsion-free nilpotent
groups G;H are commensurable if and only if G(o) = H(o) [6, Theorem I.3.3]. A
fortiori, nitely generated, torsion-free nilpotent groups in the same localization genus
are commensurable. It is thus natural to speculate that the conclusion of Baumslag’s
theorem might be strengthened for nitely generated, torsion-free nilpotent groups in
the same localization genus. However, our Theorem, which is of a negative nature
in that it shows that groups in the same localization genus may exhibit surprisingly
dierent behavior, is a clear indication that Baumslag’s theorem will be dicult, if not
impossible, to sharpen.
On the homotopy-theoretic side, we remark that there is already an analog of our
Theorem in the literature. Namely [9, Theorem 1] asserts:
There exist nite, simply connected CW -complexes (indeed, closed topological
manifolds) X1; X2 in the same localization genus whose automorphism groups Aut(X1);
Aut(X2) are not isomorphic.
In [9, Theorem 1], we understand the notions \localization genus" and \auto-
morphism group" in the context of the pointed homotopy category of nilpotent CW -
complexes. (Thus, if X is a pointed CW -complex, Aut(X ) is just the group of pointed
homotopy classes of pointed self-homotopy equivalences of X .) See [6, Ch. II] for a
development of the theory of p-localization in the latter category.
There is also a homotopy-theoretic analog of the theorem of Baumslag mentioned
above, due to Wilkerson, but for this one needs a notion of commensurability more
general than the classical one; see [10, Notation 0.5 and Theorem 2:3] and Section 3
below.
As a consequence of our Theorem, we obtain the following variant of [9, Theorem 1].
Corollary. There exist nite; aspherical CW -complexes (indeed; closed smooth man-
ifolds) Y1; Y2 in the same localization genus whose automorphism groups Aut(Y1);
Aut(Y2) are not isomorphic. More precisely; Y1; Y2 are closed; smooth manifolds
which are Eilenberg{MacLane spaces K(G1; 1); K(G2; 1); where G1; G2 are groups
of the kind occurring in the Theorem.
The idea of the proof of [9, Theorem 1] is to associate to a unimodular, symmetric
bilinear form over Z a simply connected, nite CW -complex whose automorphism
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group (in the homotopy sense) is very closely related to the automorphism group of
the form; then to nd two forms in the same genus (in the classical sense) having
dierent automorphism groups; and nally to check that the CW -complexes associated
to the forms are again in the same (localization) genus and again have dierent auto-
morphism groups. (As a bonus of the particular method of proof of [9, Theorem 1],
the CW -complexes Xi may be chosen to be closed (oriented) topological manifolds
of dimension 4 and the form associated to Xi is the intersection form of the latter.
Unlike the situation in the Corollary, however, the Xi may not be chosen both to
be smooth. In fact, the forms associated to the manifolds Xi of [9] are inequivalent
positive-denite forms, and, according to a celebrated theorem of Donaldson [4], the
only positive-denite form that can be realized by a simply connected, closed, smooth
4-manifold is the diagonal form h1i  h1i. Of course, it is conceivable that a method
of proof dierent from that in [9] would yield an example of simply connected, closed,
smooth manifolds in the same localization genus having non-isomorphic automorphism
groups.)
The proof of our theorem, to be carried out in Section 2 below, follows a similar
pattern, although the details are completely dierent. The procedure we employ to
associate to a symmetric bilinear form over Z a nitely generated nilpotent group was
developed in [8, Ch. II], following a special case worked out by Higman.
Finally, Section 3 is devoted to deriving our Corollary, revisiting and slightly sharp-
ening the results in [9] and making a comparison between the results in our Theorem
and [9, Theorem 1].
The second author thanks Alexei Miasnikov for a number of discussions on the
material herein.
2. Proof of the Theorem
We begin by describing a construction of a nitely generated nilpotent group G =
G() of class 4, starting from a non-zero symmetric bilinear form  : Zn  Zn ! Z
which is even, that is (q; q)2 2Z for all q2Zn; G is referred to in [8] as an H -group,
in honor of Higman, who had considered a special case of the construction (except
that Higman used odd forms).
Fixing an ordered basis for Zn;  is completely specied by an n  n symmetric
matrix B; we denote by bij the ijth entry of B if i 6= j, and one-half the ijth entry
if i = j. Let F be the free metabelian and nilpotent of class 4 group on generators
x; y; z1; : : : ; zn; that is, F is the quotient group of the absolutely free group F on these
generators by the normal subgroup generated by [ 2F;  2F] [  5F;  iF denoting,
as usual, the subgroup of F generated by i-fold commutators. The group G = G()
is then dened as the quotient group of F by the innite cyclic (normal) subgroup
generated by the \relator" =
Q
ij [y; x; zi; zj]
bij 2 4F ; here we use the \left-normed"
convention, so that [; j; ; ] = [[[; j]; ]; ].
For later use, we record some readily veried properties of G.
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Proposition 2.1. (i) G is torsion-free if and only if the integers bij; 1ijn;
are relatively prime; (ii) The center; Z(G); of G is contained in  2G (in fact; Z(G)
 3G).
In order to prove the Theorem, we need to be able to compare the groups G(1);
G(2) corresponding to forms 1; 2 in the same genus. The following result is the
rst step in making such a comparison; see also [8, Proposition 7:1].
Proposition 2.2. If 1; 2 are forms in the same genus; then G1 =G(1); G2 =G(2)
are in the same localization genus.
Proof. We will actually construct a family of homomorphisms ’ = ’(p) from G1 to
G2, parametrized by the set of primes, which are p-isomorphisms of nitely generated
nilpotent groups, that is (i) ker’ is of nite order prime to p, (ii) the index [G2 :
’(G1)] is nite and prime to p. It is well known that such homomorphisms induce,
upon p-localization, isomorphisms G1(p) = G2(p) ([6, Theorem I.3.1]).
Since 1; 2 are in the same genus, there exist, for each p, an integer = (p) and
an n n integral matrix M =M (p) such that
B2 =MB1Mt; (2.1)
where
gcd(; p) = 1 = gcd(detM;p); (2.2)
here, B1; B2 are the matrix representations of 1; 2 with respect to some ordered
basis for Zn. Choosing generators x; y; z1; : : : ; zn for F , as described above, the map
on generators given by
x 7! x; y 7! y; zi 7! zm1i1 : : : zmnin ;
mij the ijth entry of M , certainly extends to a (unique) endomorphism
 : F ! F:
By (2.1),
(1) = 

2 ;
where i is the relator describing Gi. Thus, if Ri = Z is the subgroup of F generated
by i;
(R1)R2
and hence  induces a homomorphism
’ : G1 = F=R1 ! F=R2 = G2:
The group F= 2F is, of course, free abelian, with basis given by the images of the given
generators of F , and the endomorphism F= 2F ! F= 2F induced by  is described,
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with respect to this basis, by the (n+ 2) (n+ 2)-matrix0
@ 1 00 1 O
O M
1
A
and is thus a p-isomorphism by (2.2). Since, for any k;  kF= k+1F is the image
of F= 2F ⊗    ⊗ F= 2F (k times) under the map taking generators fi1 ⊗    ⊗ fik to
[fi1; : : : ; fik ]mod k+1F (fij being a lift of fij), it follows that  induces p-isomorphisms
from  kF= k+1F to itself, k  0. A backward induction (beginning with k = 5) then
shows that  induces p-isomorphisms from  kF to itself, k  0; in particular, setting
k = 0, we see that  : F ! F is a p-isomorphism.
Finally, since  : F ! F and  jR1 : R1 ! R2 are p-isomorphisms, the latter by
(2.2), we conclude that ’ : G1 ! G2 is a p-isomorphism.
We next tackle the most demanding task in the proof of our Theorem, that of
analyzing the automorphism group of G() and then comparing the automorphism
groups Aut(G(1)); Aut(G(2)) for forms 1; 2 in the same genus. We write gAut()
for the group of automorphisms of Zn taking  to . In general, gAut() contains
Aut(), the group of automorphisms of Zn taking  to , as a subgroup of index at most
2. In the case of greatest interest to us, when  is positive denite, gAut() = Aut()
by a signature argument.
Proposition 2.3. Let
 : Aut(G)! Aut(G= 2G)
be the natural map; G = G(); and set
Q = (Aut(G)); K = ker:
(i) Under the preferred isomorphism
Aut(G= 2G) = Gl(n+ 2;Z)
determined by the set of generators x; y; z1; : : : ; zn of G; Q corresponds to some sub-
group of the group of all (n+ 2) (n+ 2) matrices of the form
C 
O D

; C 2Gl(2;Z); D2gAut():
This subgroup contains the group of all matrices of the form
C O
O D

; C 2Gl(2;Z); D2gAut();
and; in the case when  is positive denite; is precisely that group;
(ii) If  is a positive denite; unimodular form; then K is the maximal; normal;
nilpotent subgroup of Aut(G).
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Proof of the Theorem (assuming Proposition 2:3). Let 1; 2 be the positive denite,
even forms  8   8;  16, respectively (see [9, Section 2] for references) and let Gi =
G(i); i = 1; 2. As i is unimodular, the entries of a matrix representation Bi of i
are certainly relatively prime and we may apply Proposition 2.1(i) to infer that Gi is
torsion-free.
By Proposition 2.3, we have short exact sequences
Ki  Aut(Gi) Qi = Gl(2;Z) Aut(i)
with Ki the maximal, normal, nilpotent subgroup of Aut(Gi). Suppose there is an
isomorphism  : Aut(G1) ! Aut(G2). Clearly,  restricts to an isomorphism from
K1 onto K2 and hence induces an isomorphism from Q1 = Gl(2;Z)  Aut(1) onto
Q2 = Gl(2;Z)  Aut(2). But Aut(1) is nite of order 229:310:54:72 and Aut(2) is
nite of order 230:36:53:72 [9, (2.4), (2.5)]; further, Gl(2;Z) has no elements of order
a power of p for p  5. It follows that the maximal order of a 5-subgroup of Q2 is 53
while Q1 admits a 5-subgroup of order 54. This contradiction shows that there can be
no isomorphism  : Aut(G1)! Aut(G2) and the proof of our Theorem is established.
Remark. We may also distinguish Q1 from Q2 by comparing their 2-subgroups or
3-subgroups; the details are slightly more complicated since Gl(2;Z) has both 2-torsion
(a maximal 2-subgroup of Gl(2;Z) is isomorphic to the dihedral group of order 8)
and 3-torsion (a maximal 3-subgroup of Gl(2;Z) is isomorphic to Z=3).
The remainder of this section is devoted to the proof of Proposition 2.3.
Let f2Aut(G) and write
f(x) = xay bz k11 : : : z
kn
n ;
f(y) = xcydzm11 : : : z
mn
n ;
f(zi) = xiy i z
i1
1 : : : z
in
n ; 1  i  n;
(2.3)
so that the matrix of (f), with respect to the basis x; y; z1; : : : ; zn (the images of
x; y; z1; : : : ; zn in G= 2G), is0
BBBBB@
a c 1 : : : n
b d 1 : : : n
k1 m1 11 : : : n1
...
...
...
...
kn mn 1n : : : nn
1
CCCCCA : (2.4)
Since f is an automorphism,
f
0
@Y
ij
[y; x; zi; zj]bij
1
A=Y
ij
[y; x; zi; zj]bij : (2.5)
In order to analyze matrix (2.4), we expand the left-hand side of (2.5), using (2.3),
and exploit Hall’s commutator calculus (see [5], also [3]) to express the left-hand side
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of (2.5) entirely in terms of \basic commutators." To explain, we rst impose an order
on the generators x; y; z1; : : : ; zn by declaring
x<y<z1<   <zn:
The formulas
[12; j; ; ] = [1; j; ; ] [2; j; ; ] ;
[; j1j2; ; ] = [; j1; ; ] [; j2; ; ] ;
[; j; 12; ] = [; j; 1; ] [; j; 2; ] ;
[; j; ; 12] = [; j; ; 1] [; j; ; 2] (2.6)
and
[; j; ; ] = [j; ; ; ]−1 ;
[; j; ; ] = [j; ; ; ]−1 [; ; j; ] (2.7)
are valid in F since F is nilpotent of class 4; and the formula
[; j; ; ] = [; j; ; ] (2.8)
is valid in F since F is nilpotent of class 4 and metabelian. Using (2.6), (2.7) and
(2.8), we infer that  4F is free abelian, freely generated by commutators of the form
[; j; ; ], where ; j; ;  are among the generators x; y; z1; : : : ; zn and > j    ;
these are the basic commutators.
Now the word
Q
ij [y; x; zi; zj]
bij is a product of basic commutators (and their in-
verses) and we are faced with the computational task of rewriting the image of this
word under f as a product of basic commutators (and their inverses). Formula (2.5)
leads to a system of equations involving the entries of (2.4). Close examination of
these equations yields the results stated in Proposition 2.3(i). Since the calculations are
rather lengthy, we relegate the details of some of these to an appendix.
As for Proposition 2.3(ii), we rst observe that K is nilpotent by a theorem of Hall
[5, Corollary to Lemma 3:7]. If LK is a normal, nilpotent subgroup of Aut(G), we
claim that L acts unipotently on G= 2G. To see this, suppose, for a contradiction, there
is an l2L which does not act unipotently on G= 2G. Writing
l : G= 2G ⊗ C! G= 2G ⊗ C
for the C-vector space automorphism induced by (l), we infer that l has an eigenvalue
 6= 1. Pick a basis B for G= 2G⊗C giving rise to a Jordan form for l, and then pick
an element e2B such that
l(e) = emod E0;
l(E0)E0; (2.9)
where E0 is the span of Bnfeg. Next pick g2G= 2G such that
g= emod E0 for some 0 6= 2C; (2.10)
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set
g0 = g;
and inductively dene
gr+1 = l( gr)− gr:
From (2.9) and (2.10), we easily deduce
gr = (− 1)remod E0; (− 1)r 6= 0: (2.11)
Let g0 2G be any lift of g0 and inductively dene
gr+1 = l(gr)  g−1r ;
clearly, gr+1 2G is a lift of gr+1. If i(g) denotes the inner automorphism of G induced
by the element g2G, then a straightforward computation shows that the commutator
[i(g); l−1], which lies in L since L is normal in Aut(G), satises
[i(g); l−1] = i(l(g)  g−1): (2.12)
Applying (2.12) to g= gr−1 yields
[i(gr−1); l−1] = i(gr)
and therefore
[i(g0);
r timesz }| {
l−1; : : : ; l−1 ] = i(gr): (2.13)
Since, by (2.11), gr is a non-trivial element of G= 2G, it follows that gr 62 2G. But
by Proposition 2.1(ii), gr 62Z(G), which means that i(gr) is a non-trivial element of
Aut(G). This last statement, valid for all r  0, together with (2.13), contradicts the
nilpotence of L and so L acts unipotently on G= 2G, as claimed.
Now identify Q with Gl(2;Z)gAut() and consider the projections
1 : Q ! Gl(2;Z); 2 : Q !gAut():
Since L is normal in Aut(G); (L) is normal in Q, hence 1(L) is normal in Gl(2;Z).
But Gl(2;Z) has no non-trivial, normal, nilpotent subgroups, so 1(L) is trivial. On
the other hand, 2(L) consists entirely of unipotents, since that is true of (L), and
non-trivial unipotents are of innite order. SincegAut() is nite, it follows that 2(L)
is trivial. Therefore (L) is trivial, L = K and the maximality of K among normal,
nilpotent subgroups of Aut(G) is established.
3. Proof of the Corollary. Revisiting [9, Theorem 1]
Proof. To prove our Corollary, we rely on the familiar technique, going back to Mal-
cev, of embedding a nitely generated, torsion-free nilpotent group G as a discrete,
uniform subgroup of a simply connected, nilpotent Lie group M (G). (M (G) contains
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G(0) as a densely embedded subgroup. In fact, the Lie algebra of M (G) is precisely the
tensor product of R with the rational Lie algebra corresponding to G(0) described, for
example, in [3, Ch. 4].) Since the projection from M (G) to the compact homogeneous
space M (G)=G is a covering map, and since M (G) is dieomorphic to a Euclidean
space, it follows that M (G)=G is a smooth manifold model of an Eilenberg{MacLane
complex K(G; 1).
If G1; G2 are groups as in the Theorem, we set
Y1 =M (G1)=G1; Y2 =M (G2)=G2:
Since the fundamental group functor maps the morphism set [X; Y ] in the pointed ho-
motopy category of CW -complexes bijectively onto the morphism set Hom (1X; 1Y )
in the category of groups provided Y is an Eilenberg{MacLane complex, we con-
clude: (i) since G1; G2 are in the same localization genus, then Y1; Y2 are in the same
localization genus; (ii) Aut(Yi) = Aut(Gi); i = 1; 2. This proves our Corollary.
We next revert to [9, Theorem 1] and point out that the result on Aut(Xi) actually
proved in [9, Section 2] is slightly sharper than what was stated there.
Proposition 3.1. Let X1; X2 be the manifolds described in [9; Section 2]; denoted there
by Z; Z 0. Then Aut(X1);Aut(X2) are nite groups with
order (Aut(X1)) = 245 : 310 : 54 : 72; (3.1)
order (Aut(X1)) = 246 : 36 : 53 : 72: (3.2)
Proof. The computation is based on the short exact sequences
K1  Aut(X1)gAut( 8   8) = Aut( 8   8); (3.3)
K2  Aut(X2)gAut( 16) = Aut( 16); (3.4)
where Ki may be identied with the kernel of the second Stiefel{Whitney class w2(Xi)2
Hom(H2(Xi;Z=2);Z=2); see [9, (2.1){(2.3)]. But w2(Xi)= 0 since  8 8 and  16 are
even forms ([7, Lemma 3]). Hence Ki is isomorphic to a direct sum of 16 copies of
Z=2 and (3.1), (3.2) follow immediately from (3.3), (3.4) and [9, (2.4),(2.5)].
Thus, Aut(X1);Aut(X2) dier not only in their 3- and 5-orders, as stated in
[9, Section 2, Remark (i)], but also in their 2-orders.
Since the groups Aut(Xi) are nite, they are certainly commensurable, also in the
following sense: Say that groups G;H are weakly commensurable if there is a nite
chain of groups
G = G0 − G1 −    − Gn = H; (3.5)
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where each link Gi − Gi+1 is either a monomorphism (from one of the groups to the
other) onto a subgroup of nite index or else an epimorphism (from one of the groups
to the other) with nite kernel. The weak commensurability of Aut(X1);Aut(X2) il-
lustrates a theorem of Wilkerson [10, Theorem 4:3], according to which rationally
equivalent, nite, simply connected CW -complexes have weakly commensurable auto-
morphism groups; this is the homotopy-theoretic analog of Baumslag’s theorem referred
to in Section 1. (If the CW -complexes are no longer nite but merely of nite type,
that is the n-skeleta are nite for all n, then their automorphism groups need not be
weakly commensurable. The rst McGibbon{Moller example recalled in [9, Section 1]
illustrates this point.)
We may rene the notions of commensurability and weak commensurability as fol-
lows: For a prime p, say that groups G;H are p-commensurable if they contain iso-
morphic subgroups ~G; ~H , respectively, such that the indices [G : ~G]; [H : ~H ] are nite
and prime to p; further, say that G;H are weakly p-commensurable if there is a chain
(3.5) with all the indices and kernels nite and prime to p. Since Aut(X1);Aut(X2)
have dierent p-orders for p= 2; 3; 5, it is clear that Aut(X1);Aut(X2) are not weakly
p-commensurable for p = 2; 3; 5 (despite the fact that X1; X2 are p-equivalent for all
p!). We ask:
Question. If groups G;H are p-isomorphic, that is G(p) = H(p), must Aut(G); Aut(H)
be p-commensurable? Weakly p-commensurable?
We suspect that for the groups G1; G2 constructed in Section 2, Aut(G1);Aut(G2)
are not weakly p-commensurable for p= 2; 3; 5, which would give a negative answer
to the question.
Remark on [9]. In [9, Theorem 2], it is asserted, with only an indication of proof, that
the group of automorphisms of a nite, simply connected CW -complex, inducing the
identity map on all integral homology groups, is nitely generated. A detailed proof
of this assertion is given in the appendix of the paper [1].
Appendix
Let [; j; ; ] be a basic commutator in the generators x; y; z1; : : : ; zn and let
E([; j; ; ]) denote the exponent of [; j; ; ] in the expression for f(
Q
ij
[y; x; zi; zj]bij) as a product of powers of basic commutators obtained using (2.3), (2.6),
(2.7) and (2.8). Of course (2.5) implies that
E([; j; ; ]) =
bij if [; j; ; ] = [y; x; zi; zj ];
0 otherwise:
(A.1)
Proposition A.1.
P
ijbij = 0 =
P
ijbij. In particular; if the form  is positive
denite; then i = 0 = i; 1  i  n.
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Proof. Assume, for a contradiction, that
P
ijbij 6= 0. Calculation yields
0 = E([y; x; x; x]) = (ad− bc)
X
ijbij

;
0 = E([zt ; x; x; x]) = (amt − ckt)
X
ijbij

;
0 = E([zt ; x; x; y]) = (amt − ckt)
X
(ij + ji)bij

+(bmt − dkt)
X
ijbij

;
0 = E([zt ; x; x; zs]) = (amt − ckt)
X
(ijj + jsi)bij

+(mtks − mskt)
X
ijbij

;
from which we conclude
ad− bc = 0;
amt − ckt = 0;
bmt − dkt = 0;
mtks − mskt = 0: (A.2)
The left-hand sides of (A.2) are just the 2  2 minor determinants of the rst two
columns of the matrix (2.2). Thus (A.2) implies that this matrix is not invertible,
contradicting the fact that f is an automorphism.
Similar calculation, which we omit, shows that
P
ijbij = 0.
We next establish a key nonvanishing result.
Proposition A.2. ad− bc 6= 0.
Proof. Since  is non-zero, some bij 6= 0. We distinguish two cases, namely i = j or
i< j (both cases occur for the forms  8   8;  16), and are content to treat the rst
case. So suppose brr 6= 0 for some r, 1  r  n. From (A.1) and a calculation much
as in Proposition A.1,
0 6= E([y; x; zr ; zr])
=(ad− bc)
X
irjrbij

− (bmr − dkr)
X
(irj + jri)bij

: (A.3)
If bmr − dkr = 0, it is clear from (A.3) that ad − bc 6= 0 (and also
P
irjrbij 6= 0).
Assume then that bmr − dkr 6= 0. Calculation yields
0 = E([zr; y; y; zr]) = (bmr − dkr)
X
(irj + jri)bij

;
0 = E([zr; x; y; zr])
= (amr − ckr)
X
(irj + jri)bij

+ (bmr − dkr)
X
(irj + jri)bij

;
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from which we conclude rst thatX
(irj + jri)bij = 0
and then thatX
(irj + jri)bij = 0:
Reverting to (A.3), we see that
ad− bc 6= 0

and also
X
irjrbij 6= 0

;
as claimed.
Finally, we have the remaining vanishing result.
Proposition A.3. kt = 0 = mt; 1  t  n.
Proof. As in Proposition A.2, we consider only the case when some brr 6= 0. Calcu-
lation yields
0 = E([zt ; x; zr ; zr]) = (amt − ckt)
X
irjrbij

;
0 = E([zt ; y; zr ; zr]) = (bmt − dkt)
X
irjrbij

;
which implies, since
P
irjrbij 6= 0 (see proof of Proposition A.2),
amt − ckt = 0
bmt − dkt = 0: (A.4)
But then Proposition A.2 allows us to infer that
kt = 0 = mt;
thereby proving Proposition A.3.
It is clear that Proposition 2.3 follows from Propositions A.1{A.3.
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